Cobalt dispute
The need for an equitable resolution of the
TFM shareholder conflict

Resource Matters advocates for a fair and transparent outcome to the conflict that has
pitted Congo against one of its largest investors, China Molybdenum, for more than six
months, over financial compensation for the copper-cobalt reserves of Tenke
Fungurume Mining.
BRUSSELS/KINSHASA, Mar 14, 2022. Last week, a Congolese court appointed an interim
CEO to run Tenke Fungurume Mining (TFM) for the next six months, according to the New
York Times and court documents seen by Resource Matters. TFM is one of the most
important mining projects in the Democratic Republic of Congo and the world’s second
largest producer of cobalt, making it a strategic project for the rechargeable battery market
and the global energy transition.
This is the latest development in tense negotiations between TFM’s shareholders over
financial compensation for the project’s mineral reserves. While it does seem that such
compensation is indeed owed to the Congolese parties, the methods at play recall
troublesome precedents that ended up serving political interests rather than the broader
Congolese public interest. Resource Matters calls on TFM shareholders to reach an equitable
and transparent resolution that keeps the interests of the Congolese population at heart.
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In other words, this renegotiation process has the
potential to correct some questionable practices
and standards at TFM. CMOC should without
further ado share all technical information about
TFM’s current reserves and pay the bonuses it
owes. Contractual imbalances should be fixed in
all fairness.
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Moreover, the bonus rate TFM pays for its
reserves is low. For the last decade, almost all joint
ventures have been paying $35 per tonne of
copper reserves. In comparison, TFM paid $52 per
tonne for the first 2 million tonnes of copper, but
only $12 for any tonnage discovered beyond that.
This low rate contrasts even more starkly with
recently renegotiated rates of up to $160 that
some other large-scale competitors operating in
Congo have accepted. Several of them are also
paying extra bonuses for cobalt reserves, a
common copper by-product previously excluded
from the bonus formula despite its strategic
importance.
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Almost a year ago, Gécamines discovered that
operator China Molybdenum had allegedly
underestimated TFM’s mineral reserves to escape
certain payment duties. Gécamines is
contractually entitled to a bonus for copper
reserves it transfers to joint ventures like TFM.
Concealing the true size of the reserves impacts
Gécamines’ bonus. It also affects the Congolese
Treasury, which is entitled to half of that bonus.
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Conflit cobalt: pour une résolution équitable entre les actionnaires de Tenke Fungurume Mining

Cautionary tales
However, DRC negotiators should make sure that the current process remains fair and the
outcome beneficial for the Congolese population.
First, further deterioration of the dispute could result in expropriation or suspension of TFM’s
operations, which would do more harm than good. The history of the Kolwezi tailings about
100 km west of TFM is a telling example. Unhappy with Gécamines’ compensation in that
project, the government cancelled the contract in 2009. The project was resold to new
investors under highly suspect circumstances, three arbitration procedures and a major anticorruption probe ensued, and the project sat idle for over five years. Hundreds of workers
lost their jobs, tax revenue stalled and the country’s reputation took a serious hit.
A similar asset freeze at TFM would have even worse consequences: the mine provides
livelihoods to over 7.000 employees; it pays about $16 million per month in royalties
(including $2,5 million earmarked for the local administration) and about $170 million in
corporate tax for the first half of 2021. In addition, the world counts on its cobalt to power
the global energy transition. An asset freeze would encourage car makers to accelerate their
ongoing research for cobalt alternatives, making the mineral redundant and weakening
Congo’s strategic position.
Second, the outcome of this process should benefit Gécamines’ operations and the
country’s treasury, rather than its political elite. Here, TFM’s own history acts as a cautionary
tale. When China Molybdenum announced its plans to buy TFM from US-based Freeport
McMoRan in 2016, Gécamines blocked the sale. After six months of strenuous talks,
Gécamines asked the same Lubumbashi court to appoint a similar interim administrator at
TFM. This ultimately led to a $100 million payment to Gécamines, at the very same moment
former President Kabila negotiated an extra year in power beyond his constitutional
mandate. The payment was instantly transferred to an off-books bank account entitled
“Banque Centrale du Congo Spécial”, managed outside of Gécamines’ own procedures but
also outside of the public treasury. Within six weeks, 70% was dispatched to other accounts,
including $12 million to companies affiliated with Dan Gertler, who has since been sanctioned
for corruption, and close to $10 million for Gécamines’ lawyers. Gécamines ultimately
received less than half of the money, and the DRC treasury close to nothing.
One should hope that Gécamines’ new management will not succumb to such political
pressures that have tainted Gécamines’ history and prevented it from becoming profitable.
But the current process seems to suggest the opposite. Negotiations are tightly controlled
at the DRC presidency; the DRC government seems kept at bay and a Minister’s proposal to
appoint an independent expert by consensus to review the reserves – a typical resolution of
this type of dispute – was treated as an act of treason.
For all these reasons, Resource Matters urges all parties to come to an equitable and
transparent agreement. We call on TFM’s operator CMOC to live up to its contract,
disclose all technical information about its copper and cobalt reserves and align its
bonus rates with those applicable in the sector. We also call on the DRC presidency and
on Gécamines to keep the process fair, to avoid putting at risk scarce jobs and tax
revenue and ensure full transparency of the outcome of this process. Otherwise, the
Lubumbashi judgement would ultimately be just another plot for the benefit of a few
politicians.
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